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Edge Cloud 4 Production: How Audi is 

revolutionizing factory automation 

• Central control via servers makes processes safer and reduces maintenance 
costs 

• Gerd Walker: “Edge Cloud 4 Production is the crucial step toward IT-based 
production.” 

• After successful testing in the Production Lab, three servers will take over 
worker support in the real laboratory of the Böllinger Höfe 

Ingolstadt/Neckarsulm, July 26, 2022 – Centralized, not decentralized; local servers, not 

hundreds of industrial PCs; software, not hardware: with the local server solution Edge Cloud 

4 Production, Audi is initiating a paradigm shift in automation technology. After successful 

testing in the Audi Production Lab (P-Lab), three local servers will take over directing workers 

in the Böllinger Höfe. If the server infrastructure continues to operate reliably, Audi wants to 

roll out this automation technology – the only one of its kind in the world – for serial 

production throughout the entire Volkswagen Group. 

Henning Löser, head of Audi's Production Lab, pulls the plug on a server in Ingolstadt’s P-Lab. 

Simulated production in the Böllinger Höfe keeps going without interruption. Two other servers 

reliably continue controlling 36 cycles during the lab test in the P-Lab in Gaimersheim. Audi 

wants to be the first manufacturer in the world to turn to these kinds of centralized server 

solutions in cycle-dependent production. In the Böllinger Höfe near Neckarsulm, the Audi e-tron 

GT quattro* and the R8 share an assembly line. The small-scale series e produced there are 

particularly well suited for testing projects from the P-Lab and trying things out for large-scale 

series.  

With the Edge Cloud 4 Production, a few centralized and local servers will take on the work of 

countless expensive industrial PCs. The server solution makes it possible to level out spikes in 

demand over the total number of virtualized clients – a far more efficient use of resources. 

Production will save time and effort, particularly where software rollouts, operating system 

changes, and IT-related expenses are concerned. “What we’re doing here is a revolution,” says 

Gerd Walker, Member of the Board of Management of AUDI AG Production and Logistics. “We 

used to have to buy hardware when we wanted to introduce new functions. With Edge Cloud 4 

Production, we only buy applications in the form of software. That is the crucial step toward IT-

based production.”  For P-Lab boss Löser, the project is “an operation at the heart of our 

automation technology and production management.” Audi is the first manufacturer to put a 

centralized server solution into test operation in cycle-dependent production.  
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Servers Are Close to Production 

The crucial advantage of Edge Cloud 4 Production is that countless industrial PCs can be 

replaced along with their input and output devices and no longer need to be individually 

maintained. Process safety is also greatly improved. In the event of a disruption, the load can be 

shifted to other servers. In contrast, a broken industrial PC would have to be replaced. That takes 

time. On top of that, the solution reduces the workload for employees. In the future, thin clients 

capable of what is known as power-over-Ethernet will set the pace. These terminal devices get 

their electrical power via Ethernet cables and most of their computational power through local 

servers. They have USB ports for output devices. That enables managers directing workers to 

look at a monitor and see what needs to be mounted onto which vehicle. In the future, an 

oversized PC with processing and storage capacity will not be necessary for these tasks. 

“Software-based infrastructures have proven themselves in data processing centers. We’re 

convinced they will also work well in production,” says Löser. 

Cloud Solutions Can Be Scaled At Will  

Together with the experts from the P-Lab, the IT managers around Christoph Hagmüller, the 

Head of IT Services at Audi in Neckarsulm and co-manager for Production IT in the Böllinger 

Höfe, are rolling out the new solution. With its comparatively low unit and cycle numbers, the 

Böllinger Höfe is ideally suited to functioning as a real lab for testing the new concept in series 

production. Edge Cloud 4 Production has a hyper-converged infrastructure (HCI). This software-

defined system combines all the elements of a small data processing center: storage, 

computing, networking, and management. The software defines functionalities like web servers, 

databases, and managing systems. The cloud solution can also be quickly scaled at will to adapt 

to changing production requirements. However, a public cloud link is out of the question due to 

production’s stringent security requirements. Additionally, local servers make the necessary, 

very short latencies possible. “These are the reasons why we install the servers near us. That’s 

also why we call the solution Edge Cloud: because it’s close to our shop floor environment,” says 

P-Lab boss Löser. 

Patches Can Also Be Rolled Out in All Phases via the Servers 

The new IT concept also improves ease of maintenance and IT security. With industrial PCs, the 

patch cycles (the intervals between necessary updates) are usually longer. On top of that, 

updates can only be installed during pauses in production. With the cloud-based infrastructure, 

IT experts can roll out patches in all phases within a few minutes via the central servers. 

Moreover, IT colleagues install functionality updates in all virtual clients at the same time, such 

as a new operating system. Hagmüller explains that “the need for additional functionality will 

get increasingly elaborate and expensive in the future.” He estimates that the cost of an update 

– for instance, from Windows 10 to Windows 11 – can be reduced by about one-third. 

“Additionally, with the server solution, we aren’t dependent on loose timeframes in Production 

anymore. It gives us  tremendous flexibility to ensure our software and operating systems are 

always completely up to date.”  
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P-Lab Tries Out Guidance via a 5G Radio Network 

Both data processing centers in the Neckarsulm plant are slated for subsequent mass 

production. A fiber optic cable connects them with the Böllinger Höfe. According to Henning 

Löser, 5G will be relevant in the second stage. Thus far, a separate computer has been installed 

in every automated guided vehicle (AGV). Here too, experts must install costly security updates 

and new operating systems. It is conceivable that they could acquire new functionalities, but 

they are seldom transferable to their computers. “We need a fast, high-availability network for 

that,” says Löser. “In our testing environment in the P-Lab, we have taken another step forward 

concerning 5G.” 
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The Audi Group is one of the most successful manufacturers of automobiles and motorcycles in the premium 
and luxury segments. The brands Audi, Ducati, Lamborghini and Bentley produce at 21 locations in  
13 countries. Audi and its partners are present in more than 100 markets worldwide. 

In 2021, the Audi Group delivered around 1.681 million cars from the Audi brand, 8,405 sports cars from 
the Lamborghini brand and 59,447 motorcycles from the Ducati brand to customers. In the 2021 fiscal year, 
AUDI AG achieved a total revenue of €53.1 billion and an operating profit before special items of €5.5 billion. 
More than 89,000 people all over the world work for the Audi Group, around 58,000 of them in Germany. 
With its attractive brands, new models, innovative mobility offerings and groundbreaking services, the group 
is systematically pursuing its path toward becoming a provider of sustainable, individual, premium mobility. 
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Fuel/electric power consumption and emissions values** of the models named above: 

Audi e-tron GT quattro 
Combined electric power consumption in kWh/100 km (62.1 mi): 21.6–19.9 (WLTP); 19,6–18,8 
(NEDC); combined CO2 emissions in g/km (g/mi): 0 

 
**The indicated consumption and emissions values were determined according to the legally 
specified measuring methods. Since September 1, 2017, type approval for certain new vehicles 
has been performed in accordance with the Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure 
(WLTP), a more realistic test procedure for measuring fuel consumption and CO2 emissions. 
Since September 1, 2018, the WLTP has gradually replaced the New European Driving Cycle 
(NEDC). Due to the more realistic test conditions, the consumption and CO2 emission values 
measured are in many cases higher than the values measured according to the NEDC. Additional 
information about the differences between WLTP and NEDC is available at www.audi.de/wltp. 

At the moment, it is still mandatory to communicate the NEDC values. In the case of new vehicles 
for which type approval was performed using WLTP, the NEDC values are derived from the WLTP 
values. WLTP values can be provided voluntarily until their use becomes mandatory. If NEDC 
values are indicated as a range, they do not refer to one, specific vehicle and are not an integral 
element of the offer. They are provided only for the purpose of comparison between the various 
vehicle types. Additional equipment and accessories (attachment parts, tire size, etc.) can 
change relevant vehicle parameters, such as weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics and, 
like weather and traffic conditions as well as individual driving style, influence a vehicle’s electric 
power consumption, CO2 emissions and performance figures.  

Further information on official fuel consumption figures and the official specific CO2 emissions 
of new passenger cars can be found in the “Guide on the fuel economy, CO2 emissions and power 
consumption of all new passenger car models,” which is available free of charge at all sales 
dealerships and from DAT Deutsche Automobil Treuhand GmbH, Hellmuth-Hirth-Str. 1, 73760 
Ostfildern-Scharnhausen, Germany (www.dat.de). 
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